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Government of India
Ministry of Railways
(Railway Board)

Preamble to Model SOP 2018
Model Schedule of Power (SOP) was issued first time from the Railway Board on October 26, 2018. Subsequently, a need was felt to bring
out its revised version, incorporating the correction slips
Railway Board.
A
2018
therefore being issued.
This Model SOP document is intended to bring in uniformity in delegation of financial and administrative powers across the Zonal
Railways, Production Units/NAIR/RDSO (to the extent applicable) and empower PHODs/CHODs & DRMs/CWMs (CWMs include all SAG
officers in charge of workshops/depots), including the field officers. GMs could however add further to this delegation in consultation with their
PFAs keeping in view the local requirements while being within the overarching powers delegated to them and in accordance with Government of
India rules. Chairman RRBs will exercise powers as available to SAG officers (Head Quarter) for items pertaining to them.
This Model SOP 2018 covers Works, Medical, Stores, Commercial, Establishment, RPF and Miscellaneous matters including CTIs, IT,
PR. Part G of this document contains the SOP for RPF which includes the latest delegations for RPF in March 2018, over and above those existing
in Section C (Miscellaneous) of this SOP. CHODs will exercise same powers as available to PHODs. It may be seen that powers delegated to
DRMs are generally same for CWMs (in SAG). Principal Chief Security Commissioners (PCSC) of RPF will exercise the powers available to
PHODs for matters concerning them. Similarly, the ADRMs (NFSAG) will exercise same powers as ADRMs (SAG). Also, the branch officers in
Senior Scale (Independent Charge) will exercise same powers as available to divisional officers in JAG/SG. A branch officer is an officer in the
division who directly reports to DRM and is to be treated as independent incharge for all purposes. Also, wherever CWMs are in SS/JAG/SG, the
CWE or concerned SAG officer in Head Quarter will exercise same powers as applicable to CWMs (in SAG) for matters pertaining to
workshop/depots. The Station Directors and the Administrators of the Central Hospitals, both in JAG/SG, will exercise same powers as available
to Branch Officers.
extant rules. Wherever finance concurrence is not required, it has been specifically mentioned. Wherever nothing is mentioned it should be
presumed that finance concurrence is required.
The exercise of the powers delegated is subject to the observance of provisions of the existing code, rules and other extant orders. The
sanctioning authorities shall pay due regard to the cannons of financial propriety which are enumerated in Para 116 of Indian Railway Finance
Code Vol I. The exercise of powers by various authorities is subject to availability of funds against the appropriate head of account under the
relevant demand.
Orders/delegations issued by Railway Board, from time to time, shall be applicable, with prospective effect. Railways may issue Correction
Slips as and when such orders/ delegations are issued.
Dated 23.07.2018
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D1

D2

- DELEGATION OF POWERS IN RESPECT OF STORES MATTERS INCLUDING DRUGS AND SURGICALS (Railway can decide whether to
procure through Stores deptt or Medical deptt)
(This delegation is valid for all types of supply order (and includes turnkey contract). As per IRS conditions of contract clause 0117, supply order means an order for
supply of stores and includes an order for performance of service). [Rly Bd Lr.No. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 06.01.2017]

S.No.

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

1
2
3
4
1. APPROVAL OF QUANTITIES FOR PROCUREMENT
1.1
(A) For purchase through
Full
Upto their
tender/placing
Powers
powers of
indents/Rate/Running
acceptance
Contracts finalised by
RB/ZR/PU in the normal
course for Stock and Nonstock items.

1.1

(B) Approval of AAC of A,
B, C category items

Full Powers

Above Rs. 1
Crores

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Other
Officers

Remarks

5

6

7

8

9

Upto their
powers of
acceptance

Upto their
powers of
acceptance

Upto their
powers of
acceptance

Field Stores
Officers: Upto
their powers of
acceptance

Up to Rs. 1
Crores

Full powers

Full powers

Nil

Category
items up to
the limit of
his powers of
Acceptance

Category
items up to
the limit of
his powers of
Acceptance

Authority:
1. Items 1 and 2 of Para 132-and 701 of-Stores
Code(S).
2. 76/RS(G)/779/36 of 6.1.1979
3. 2001/F (S)/I/PW/7/2 dt 12.10.2001.
4. 2007/F(S)/I/PW/7/1 dt.7.12.2007
5. 2007/RS/G/779/1 dt 04.04.08 & 28.07.08
6. 2007/RS/G/779/1 dt 16.02.2009.
7. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 27.02.2015 & 12.03.2015
8. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 06.01.2017
[Para 2.0 S.No.1& 1.0 B]
9. 2017/Trans/01/Policy dtd 18.10.2017
10. 2017/Trans/01/Policy/Stores dt. 29.12.17
1. Vetting of AAC:
i. Single stage Vetting of AAC/EAC of only A
category items either by HQ finance or by field
finance (No finance vetting for AAC/EAC
approval of B and C category items)
ii. No requirement of quantity/demand vetting by
Finance for stock items.
Authority:
1. 88/RS(G)/779/43 dt 11.12.1989
2. 88/RS(G)/779/43 dt 21.10.2012
3. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 06.01.2017
[Para 2.0 S.No.3, 4 &5]
4. 2017/Trans/01/Policy dtd 18.10.2017
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Other
Officers

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

PHOD/CHOD
Above Rs.45
lakhs

CWM/ADRM/
SAG
Above Rs.15
lakhs to Rs45
lakhs

JAG/SG
Above Rs. 2
lakhs up to
Rs.15 lakhs

SS (JAG/SG
in absence of
SS)
Above Rs.
25,000 up to
Rs. 2 lakhs

1.2

(A) Signing of Non-stock
requisitions by user
department

JS (SS in
absence of
JS)
Up to Rs.
25,000

Remarks
9
5. 2005/RS(G)/779/7 dt. 15.09.2017
1. The level of signing as approving officer in Nonstock requisitions which inter-alia also certifies
essentiality of requirement.
2. Level of signing as approving officer will also
certify whether item is safety/ Passenger necessity
item
3. Non-stock requisitions will require vetting as per
extant instructions.
4. In case JAG/SG officer not posted, then Non-stock
requisition to be signed by ADRM/CWM/SAG
officer of the user dept.
Authority:
2. 2017/Trans/01/Policy dtd 18.10.2017

1.2

(B) Signing of PAC by user
department

PHOD/CHOD
Above Rs.25
lakhs

CWM/ADRM/
SAG
Up to Rs. 25
lakhs

JAG/SG
Upto Rs. 15
lakhs

SS (JAG/SG
in absence of
SS)
Up to Rs. 2
lakhs

JS (SS in
absence of
JS)
Up to Rs.
75,000

1. The level of signing as approving officer in Nonstock requisitions which inter-alia also certifies
essentiality of requirement.
2. Non-stock requisitions will require vetting as per
extant instructions.
3. In case JAG/SG officer not posted, then Non-stock
requisition to be signed by ADRM/CWM/SAG
officer of the user dept.
Authority:
2. 2017/Trans/01/Policy dtd 18.10.2017
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Other
Officers

Remarks

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1.3

(A) Vetting of Non-Stock
requisitions

1.
2.
3.

In case of sanctioned works where detailed estimate has been sanctioned, vetting of NS
requisitions is not required subject to fulfilment of conditions mentioned in RB letter no.
2017/Trans Cell/S&T/Processes dt. 06.04.18
Safety/Passenger Necessity items above Rs. 10 lakhs
Other than Safety/Passenger Necessity items above Rs. 2.5 lakhs

Authority:
1. 99/RS(IC)/165/SRC dtd. 25.02.03
2. 2007/Trans/01/Policy dtd. 18.10.17
3. 2017/Trans/01-1/Policy dt. 28-11-2017.
4. 2017/Trans Cell/S&T/Processes dt. 06.04.18

For Drugs and Surgical Items (Annual Medical Indent):
1. All annual indents are to be processed by Medical Department.
2. All annual indents are to be pre-vetted by Associated Finance.
Medical Branch should consolidate such demands and if the value exceeds Rs.5 Lakhs should
obtain HQrs Finance vetting & such vetted indents shall be forwarded to Stores Department for
procurement
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S.No.
1

Nature of Powers
2
(B) Vetting of purchase
orders

(C) Vetting of Indents by
Associate finance for indents
to be placed on centralized
procurement agencies by
PCMM
(Safety/Passenger Necessity
& Other than
Safety/Passenger Necessity
items)

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Other
Officers

Remarks

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1. The limit for vetting of purchase orders is above Rs.15 lakhs for safety items as defined in Rly.
Authority:
Bd. Lr. No. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 06.01.2017 and Passenger Necessity items subject to 10% test
1. 88/RS(G)/779/43Pt dt. 21.10.2002
check by Accounts and Rs.8 lakhs for other than Safety/Passenger Necessity items including
2. Rly. BD. Lr. No. 2001/F/(S)/I/PW/7/2 dated
Drugs and Surgical Items.
09.01.2003;
2. Powers of finance deptt: A) JAG above Rs. 5 Crores and B) Sr. Scale up to Rs. 5 Crores. PFAs
3. Lr.No.2007/RS(G)/779/1 dated 28.07.08,
may delegate full powers of vetting upto SS/JS officers.
16.10.2008,16.02.2009;
3. However, all purchase orders, which do not require vetting, may also be got noted in the liability
4. 2014/F(S)1/Misc./12 dt. 24.12.2014
register for strict budgetary control
5. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 27.02.2015& 12.03.2015) &
4. Funds availabilty register in imms should be regularly updated.
88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 06.01.2017
5. Vetting of Purchase Orders, both stock and non-stock, is not required (in addition to #1 above)
6. 2017/Trans/01-1/Policy dt. 28-11-2017
where Purchase Orders are generated directly by iMMS based on electronically accepted TC
7. 2017/Trans Cell/S&T/Processes dt. 06.04.18
recommendations.
6. Vetting of P.O.s issued against RCs / LTCs finalised by Board / PUs / ZRs is not required and may
be issued only with noting of funds.
1. The limit for vetting of indent is above Rs.15 lakhs for safety/ Passenger Necessity items and Rs.8 Authority:
lakhs for other than Safety/ Passenger Necessity items including Drugs and Surgical Items.
1. 2014/F(S)1/Misc./12 dt. 24.12.2014
2. Powers of finance deptt: A) PHOD above Rs. 20 Crores, B) SAG above Rs. 3 Crores up to Rs. 2.
20 Crores, C) JAG/SG above Rs. 1.5 Crores up to Rs. 3 Crores, D) SS above Rs. 15 lakhs up to
No.88/RS(G)/779/43/Part dt. 21.10.2002;
Rs. 1.5 Crores for safety items and above Rs. 8 lakhs up to Rs. 1.5 Crores for other than Safety/
3. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0 S.No.4]
Passenger Necessity items
4. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0 S.No. 3
& 4]
5. 2017/Trans/01-1/Policy dt. 28-11-201
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

1
2
3
4
2. INVITATION OF TENDERS FOR INDIGENOUS PROCUREMENT
2.1
(A) Open Tenders for nonFull powers
Upto their
GeM items in the normal
powers of
course. (including medical
acceptance
and surgical items)
(refer Note i& ii below)

(B) To invite all types of
Global Tenders

2.2

Full Powers up
to his power of
acceptance
without
Finance
Concurrence
(without
essentiality of
import)

--

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Other
Officers

Remarks

5

6

7

8

9

Upto their
powers of
acceptance

Upto their
powers of
acceptance

Upto their
powers of
acceptance

Field Stores
Officers and
their accepting
Authorities
(CWMs/
ADRMs): Upto
their powers of
acceptance

--

--

--

--

Authority:
1.
2. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 27.02.2015
& 12.03.2015
3. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 06.01.2017
[Para 2.0 S.No.17]
4. 2017/Trans/01/Policy dtd 18.10.2017

Limited Tenders
(A) In normal course
(including drugs and surgical
items)
for non-GEM items
(refer Note- iii & vi)

Rs.25 lakhs

Authority:
1. 324-S S-226/1 of 21.6.1971
1. 2001/F(S)/I/PW/7/2 dt 12.10.2001.
2. 2007/F(S)/I/PW/7/1 dt.7.12.2007
3. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 27.02.2015 & 12.03.2015
4. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 06.01.2017
[Para 1.2 & 1.0 B]
5. 2017/Trans/01/Policy dtd 18.10.2017
6. 2017/Trans/01/Policy/Stores dt. 29.12.17
7. 2017/Trans/01/Policy/Stores dt. 08.01.18
1. These are delegated personally toPCMM. These
powers are not to be delegated further.

Rs.25 lakhs

Rs.25 lakhs

Rs.8 Lakh

Rs.3 Lakh

Field Stores
Officers: At par
with HQ
OfficerNil

In case of items not reserved to be procured from
RDSO/PU approved sources, LT panel shall include,
among others, likely sources certified by user
department, last suppliers and suppliers known to
purchase officer.
Authority:
1. 706-S & 328-S.
2. ACS No.28 to Para S-706.
3. 81/F(S)/I/PW-7/1 dated 28.04.81
4. 2001/F(S)/I/PW/7/2 dt 12.10.2001& 5.9.03.
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Other
Officers

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

(B) In emergencies including
items available in GeM
portal

(C) For Safety/Passenger
Necessity Items

(D) For items for which
approved list is issued by
centralized agency/RDSO/
PU/CORE

Up to Rs.10
Crores

Up to Rs.10
Crores

Up to Rs.10
Crores

Up to Rs.5
Crores

Up to Rs.5
Crores

Up to Rs.5
Crores

Rs.1 Cr

Upto Rs.1
Cr

Upto Rs.1
Cr

Nil

Up to Rs.8
Lakh

Up to Rs.8
Lakh

Remarks
9
2007/F(S)/I/PW/7/1 dt 07.12.2007
2007/RS/G/779/1 dt.4/4/2008.
88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 27.02.2015&12.03.2015
88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 06.01.2017 [Para 1.1 A&B]
88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 22.09.2017 {All the
conditions/ guidelines laid down in this letter is
applicable.}

Nil

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Up to Rs.3
Lakh

1. AGM approval for value of tenders above Rs.10Crs
and Up to Rs.20Crs.
2. For Emergencies including items available in GeM
portal, purchase should be limited to the quantity
required to tide over the emergencies.
1. AGM Approval for value of tenders above
Rs.10Crsand Up to Rs.20Crs.

Up to Rs.3
Lakh

Field Stores
Officers: At par
with HQ
Officer for NS
items. For stock
items- up to the
power of
purchase.

Authority:
1. 328-S
2. 83/F(S)/I/PW-7/1dated 4.4.83
3. 83/F(S)/I/PW-7/1 dated 14.9.87(S.226/1/Vol.14
dated 23.10.87/12.11.87)
4. 83/F(S)I/PW-7/I dt.2.3.94 2007/RS/G/779/1
dt.28/07/2008.
5. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 & 12.03.15
6. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 06.01.2017 [Para 1.1 C]
7. 2017/Trans/01-1/Policy dt. 28-11-2017

Field Stores
Officers: At par
with HQ
Officers for NS
items. For
Stock items- up
D8

S.No.

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2.3
2.4

8
to the power of
purchase
1. All Direct purchase should be critically examined with the LARs of Open Tenders.
2. There should not be any Spurt in the rates proposed to be accepted under direct purchase of stores.
3. For all direct purchases, e- Tendering(IREPS) should be followed.
Spot Purchases
Extant instructions are to be followed.
Invitation of Single Tenders for non-proprietary articles without Finance concurrence:
(A) Normal circumstances
Rs.8 lakhs
Rs.8 lakhs
Rs. 50,000/- Rs. 25,000/
Rs. 25,000/
DRM
(refer Note- x below)
Rs. 5,000/(B) Drugs and Surgical Items

(C) In Emergencies
affectingmaintenance, out
turn, operation etc.
(refer Note x below)
(D) Safety/Passenger
Necessity items below two
months stock
(E) Existence of single
approved source on list
issued by RDSO/PUs
2.5

Other
Officers

Invitation of Single Tenders:
developmental items

Rs. 5 Lakhs

Rs. 5 Lakh

Rs. 50,000/-

Rs. 25,000/
-

Rs. 25,000/

NA

Rs.45 lakhs

Rs.45 lakhs

Nil

Nil

-Nil

DRM
Rs. 7,500/- (in
consultation
with associate
finance)

Rs. 1 Crore

Rs. 1 Crore

- Nil-

Nil

Nil

--

Full powers up
to their powers
of acceptance

Full powers up
to their powers
of acceptance

up to their
powers of
acceptance

up to their
powers of
acceptance

--

Rs.15 lakhs

Rs.8 lakhs

Full powers
up to their
powers of
acceptance
Rs.5 lakhs

*

*

DRM
Rs. 10,000/-

Remarks
9

Authority:
1. 83/F(S)I/PW-7/I dt.2.3.94
2. 2001/F(S)/I/PW/7/2 dt 27.01.2003
3. 2007/RS/G/779/1 dt.4/4/2008.
4. ACS No.20 to S-330
5. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 &12.03.15.
6. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0 S.No.2
(a) & (b)]
7. 2017/Trans/01/Policy dtd 18.10.2017
Note:
1. Where the Tenders are invited on Single tender basis
be considered under normal purchase powers of the
Purchase Officer.
2. For item 2.4(e), preference should be given to invite
Advertised Tender.

Authority:
1. 330-S
2. 83/F(S)I/PW-7/I dt.2.3.94 2007/RS/G/779/1
dt.28/07/2008.
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Other
Officers

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Remarks
9
3. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 & 12.03.15.
4. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0
S.No.23]
*Powers shall not be delegated below JAG

2.6

Invitation of single tenders for proprietary items
(A) (i) Invitation of Single
Rs.15 lakhs
Rs.8 lakhs
Tender for items where it has
not been possible to certify
that a similar article, which
could be used in lieu, is not
manufactured/ sold by any
other firm.

Rs.5 lakhs

Rs.3 lakhs

Rs. 1 lakh

(ii) do -: for Drugs and
Surgical Items

Rs.15 lakhs

Rs.8 lakhs

Rs.5 lakhs

--

--

(B) (i) Invitation of Single
Tender for Proprietary items
where it has been possible to
certify that a similar article,
which could be used in lieu,
is not manufactured/ sold by
any other firm.

Up to
the limit
of his
powers of
acceptance

Up to
the limit
of his
powers of
acceptance

Up to
the limit
of his
powers of
acceptance

Up to
the limit
of his
powers of
acceptance

Up to
the limit
of his
powers of
acceptance

All Divisional
and Depot
Stores Officers
will exercise the
same powers as
their HQ
counterparts for
non- stock
items only.

Authority:
1. 330-S
2.
No. 88/RS(G)/779/28 Dt 25.3.92 &
Lr.No.2007/RS(G)/779/1 dt 04.04.2008
3. 83/F(S)I/PW-7/I dt.2.3.94 2007/RS/G/779/1
dt.28/07/2008.
4. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 & 12.03.15
5. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 06.01.2017[Para 2.0
S.No.19&22]

--

Drugs and Surgical Items: Power of Certification of
PAC is restricted to Rs. 5 Lakh and it should be
certified by PCMD that no substitute for the particular
item is available or it will not be proper to take the risk
of trying other substitutes. Above Rs. 5 Lakh, it has to
be countersigned by AGM.
Authority:
1. 331-S &706-S; 70/F(S)/I/PW-7/1 6.3.79;
2. 76/RS(G)/779/55 of 21.5.1982;
3. 79/F(S)/I/PW-7/4 dt. 6.10.8;
4. 83/F(S)/I/PW-7/1 dt. 4.4.83 & 9.7.84;
5. 83/F(S)/I/PW-7/1 dt.2/3/94;
6. 2007/RS(G)/779/1 dt.04.04.2008, 28.07.2008,
13.12.20012;
7. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015& 12.03.15
8. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt06.01.2017 [Para 2.0
S.No.19&21]
9. 88/RS(G)/779/28 Dt 25.3.92

All Divl. And
Depot Stores
Officers
Up to the limit
of their powers
of purchase.
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Other
Officers

Remarks

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

(ii) do -: for Drugs and
Surgical Items

1. The powers under this item should be exercised only
on the basis of a certificate that similar article is not
manufactured or sold by any other firm which could
be used in lieu
Rs.50 Lakhs

Rs.25Lakhs

Rs.10 lakhs

-

-

2.7

Urgency certification in case
of receipt of a single
quotation against limited
tender if prices are found to
be reasonable.

Full Power

Full Power

Up to Rs.8
Lakh

Nil

Nil

2.8

To accept Single Tender
purchase from stock
yards/buffer imports of M/s
SAIL, TISCO, IISCO RINL
in respect of steel items and
to make 100% payment in
advance to them.
(refer Note xiii below)

Rs.10 Crores

Rs.5 Crores

Rs.45 lakhs

Nil

Nil

Purchase of oils and

Rs.10 Crores

2.9

Rs.5 Crores

Nil

Nil

Nil

-

Field Stores
Officers and
their accepting
authorities will
exercise same
powers as their
HQ
counterparts for
NS item.
Nil

Nil

Drugs and Surgical Items: Power of Certification of
PAC is restricted to Rs.25 Lakhs and it should be
certified by PCMD that no substitute for the particular
item is available or it will not be proper to take the risk
of trying other substitutes. Above Rs.25 Lakhs, it has to
be countersigned by AGM.
Authority:
1. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 & 12.03.15 &
12.03.15.
2. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0
S.No.12]
(Refer Note xiv below)

1. These powers including 100% advance payment
requires no tender committee or Finance
Concurrence
Authority:
1. 64/RS(G)/385/I of 19.2.1981 & 26.11.85
2. 87/RS(G)/753/2 dt.30.12.87
3. 87/RS(G)/753/2 dt.15.10.92 & 01.09.2006
4. 2007/RS/G/779/1 dt.4/4/2008.
5. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 & 12.03.15
6. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0
S.No.16]
1. These powers including 100% advance payment
D11

S.No.
1

Nature of Powers
2
lubricants marketed by
public sector undertakings
on single tender basis.

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Other
Officers

3

4

5

6

7

8

2.10

Single tenders for nonferrous items (MMTC, HCL
and HZL) (refer Note- xiii
below)

Up to the limit
of his powers
of purchase.

Upto their
powers of
Purchase

Upto their
powers of
Purchase

Upto their
powers of
Purchase

Nil

Upto their
powers of
purchase.

2.11

Purchase from KVIC/
ACASH/ Ordnance Factories
(only for fog signals) of
MoD on Single Tender Basis
Dispensing with need for
TC (Refer Note xii below)

Up to the limit
of his powers
of purchase.

Up to the limit
of his powers
of purchase.

Up to the
limit of his
powers of
purchase.

Up to the
limit of his
powers of
purchase.

Up to the
limit of his
powers of
purchase.

Nil

To enter into negotiations
with tenderers and to accept
negotiated rates.

Up to the limit
of his powers
of purchase

Up to the
limit of his
powers of
purchase

Up to the
limit of his
powers of
purchase

2.12

2.13

Up to the limit
of his powers
of purchase

Up to the
limit of his
powers of
purchase

Remarks
9
requires no tender committee or Finance
Concurrence.
2. Limited tenders are to be called in place of single
tender in case prices are not government
administered. Finance concurrence is not required
for calling Limited Tender.
Authority:
1. 2007/RS(G)/779/1 dt 28.07.08
2. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 & 12.03.15.
3. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0
S.No.20]
Authority:
89/RS(G)/753/1 of 13.10.1989.
These powers will be exercised without Tender
Committee but with concurrence of Associate Finance
Authority:
2009/RS(G)/113/1 dt. 29.10.14
1. Finance Concurrence is not necessary

Upto their
powers of
purchase.

Purchases made directly by departments other than Stores department.
(A) Procurement through GeM by user departments:
Officers authorised by PHODs of user departments may be permitted to buy goods (Non-stock items) available on GeM by placing
direct on-line orders up to Rs. 25,000 in each case. This may be subject to annual ceiling of Rs. 10 lakhs per department per annum.
The officers will have to certify as follows:

Authority:
59/773/I/RS(G) dt.20-5-1960.
1. Latest CVC instructions should be followed for
calling negotiations.
Authority:
2017/Trans/01/Policy dt. 18.10.2017 Para-12
Note:
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Other
Officers
8
en purchased

(B) Purchase of petrol:
Powers are delegated to all Asst. Officers, Divnl. Officers and J.A. Grade Officers holding independent charge to purchase Petrol up
to Rs.400/- at a time but not exceeding Rs. 5,000/- (in case of Asst. and Divisional Officers) and Rs. 10,000/- (in case of JA Grade
officers) in aggregate per month. DRMs are delegated with powers to purchase 40 lts. of Petrol at a time with a monthly ceiling of Rs.
10000/- These powers will be in force till the installation of consumer pumps in railway premises.
(C) Purchase of HSD Oil: Powers are delegated to all the Divisions to authorize purchase of HSD Oil up to Rs. 8,000/- at a time, but
not exceeding Rs. 30,000/- (in case of Assistant and Divisional Officers) and Rs. 60,000/- (in case of JA Grade Officers) in aggregate
per month.
These powers will be applicable for purchase of HSD Oil, wherein, the facility of consumer pumps in Railway premises has not been
provided.

Remarks
9
A demand for goods shall not be divided into small
quantities to make piecemeal purchases to avoid
procurement through L-1 Buying/bidding/reverse
auction on GeM or the necessity of obtaining the
sanction of higher authorities required with reference to
the estimated value of total demand

1. The powers are applicable for making local
purchases of HSD Oil through local retail out-lets, if
the quantity requirement of each indentor is not
more than 7500 ltrs per quarter.
2. If any local feeding Stores Depot is available, the
requirements should normally be drawn from the
local Stores Depot only. Where such facility is not
available, the requirement may be got purchased by
the local Stores Officer through local purchase
system duly placing necessary non-stock indent. If
no Stores Officer is available, the requirement may
be procured from the local retail outlets by the user
Departmental Officer.
3. Such purchases are restricted to maximum quantity
of 420 litres (2 barrels) at a time and with a ceiling
limit of 7500 liters per quarter per consignee.
4. The guidelines / rules / procedure orders issued from
time to time connected to local purchases should be
strictly followed.
5. DRMs standing approval should be obtained with
the concurrence of Sr. DFM / DFM.
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Other
Officers

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

(D) Full powers are delegated to Jr. Admn. / Sr. Scale officers of Engg. Dept. for direct purchase of petrol (Limited to the requirement
of the welding work) where it has to be supplied to the contractor as part of the Agreement of welding works. These powers will also
apply to Departmental Thermit Welding works.
(E) The following officers of Engg. (Con) organization are delegated the powers as indicated below, to purchase diesel oil and petrol:
DENs/Con up to Rs. 10,000/- per month.
Dy. CE/Con up to Rs. 20,000/- per month/ per DEN.
CEs/Con up to Rs. 30,000/- per month per DEN.
(F) Purchase of Kerosene Oil: Powers are delegated to all the Divisions to authorize purchase of Kerosene Oil up to Rs. 1,000/- at a
time but not exceeding Rs. 10,000/- (Divisional Officers up to Sr. Scale) and Rs. 2,000/- at a time but not exceeding Rs. 20,000/(in case of JA Grade Officers) in aggregate per month.
These powers will be applicable for purchase of Kerosene Oil, wherein the facility of consumer pumps in Railway premises has not
been provided. However, the local authorities may be approached for getting the requirements through Public Distribution System.

(G) Purchase of Bleaching Powder:
Powers are delegated to all the Divisions to authorize purchase of Bleaching Powder up to Rs. 10,000/- at a time but not exceeding

Remarks
9
6. DRMs will decide the payment procedure in
consultation with associate finance.

1. The above Powers are applicable for making local
purchases of Kerosene Oil through local retail
outlets, if the quantity requirement of each indentor
is not more than 4 KL per Quarter.
2. If any local feeding Stores Depot is available, the
requirements should normally be drawn from the
local Stores Depot only. Where such facility is not
available, the requirement may be got purchased by
the local Stores Officer through local purchase
system duly placing necessary non-stock indent. If
no Stores Officer is available, the requirement may
be procured from the local retail outlets by the user
Departmental Officer.
3. Such purchases are restricted to maximum quantity
of 125 liters at a time and with a ceiling limit of
4000 liters per quarter per each Indentor.
4. The guidelines / rules / procedure orders issued from
time to time connected to local purchases should be
strictly followed.
5.
the concurrence of Sr. DFM / DFM.
6. DRMs will decide the payment procedure in
consultation with associate finance.
1. Local purchase may be done by the local Stores
Officer through local purchase system duly placing
D14

S.No.
1

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Other
Officers

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Rs. 30,000/- (in case of Asst. and Divisional Officers) and Rs. 60,000/- (in case of JA Grade Officers) in aggregate per month.

Remarks
9
necessary non-stock indent. If no Stores Officer is
available, the requirement may be procured from
the local market by the user Departmental Officer.
2. Such purchases are restricted to maximum quantity
of 1000 Kg. at a time with a ceiling limit of 3000
consumption being a minimum shelf life of one
month.
3. The guidelines / rules / procedure orders issued
from time to time connecting local purchases should
be strictly followed.
4. DRMs standing approval should be obtained with
the concurrence of Sr. DFM/ DFM.
5. DRMs will decide the payment procedure in
consultation with associate finance.
6. Tender conditions should stipulate for material,
which shall comply with the minimum available
chlorine content for not less than 30 days from the
date of manufacture, which should be specified on
the container. After a period of more than 30 days,
the minimum available chlorine shall be as agreed
to between the purchaser and the supplier.
7. Packing and marking, as laid down in IS: 1065/1989.

Note:
i. Open Tenders shall be invited for all purchases valued over Rs.25 lakhs. Open or Limited Tenders when considered advantageous, may be invited for purchases up to that limit unless a different
mode of tendering is approved by the GM under the provisions of para 331-S or by specified authorities in exercise of their powers as detailed in this Schedule. GM may also decide in public
interest not to call for tenders, the reasons being communicated by him to the PFA in terms of para 332-S(88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017 [Para1.2]).
ii. Railway is not authorized to procure Machinery and Plant costing above Rs. 30 Lakhs without prior clear dispensation from Central Organization for Modernization of Workshops (COFMOW)
excepting for Medical equipment. Machinery and Plant authorized for purchase by the COFMOW are to be procured by indent on COFMOW and so no tenders for purchase of these should be
invited except with the specific authorization of COFMOW.
iii. The limit of Rs.25 lakhs under item 2.2 applies to the value of each article or class of articles or interconnected articles to be procured at any one time. The demand under each item should in no
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S.No.
1

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Other
Officers

Remarks

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
circumstances be split-up to bring it within these powers. The items available on GeM
www.gem,gov.in Board's letter No.81F(S)/I/PW-7/1 dated 28.4.1981 and
Lr.No.2007/F(S)/I/PW/7/1 dt 07.12.2007; 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 & 12.03.15& 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017 [Para1.2].

iv. Direct purchase action under item 2.2(b) may be resorted to in the event of the failure/inability of the vendor ofGeM
GeM dues(POs)
and if purchases are subsequently made at higher rates, details of direct purchases made and the financial loss thereon shall be advised to the GeM for taking up with the defaulting suppliers for the
recovery of the loss sustained by the Railway from them. While exercising delegation under these items, detailed reasons may be recorded like: (a) non availability of items in GeM with required
specifications, (b) Rates on GeM being higher than estimated rates/LPR etc., (c) Technical problem in purchasing through GeM like non-acceptance of request for placement of P.O. on GeM,
technical problems in R.A., bidding, Direct purchase on GeM, (d) High value cases where purchase authority is satisfied that material can be more effectively arranged through IREPS tender, (e)
re of vendors may be advised to GeM authorities.
v. For common use items of Goods and services by PCMM which are available in GeM Portal Authority: Rly.Bd.lr no. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 22.09.2017 [Para 2.0 Sl. No.10]. {All the conditions/
guidelines laid down in this letter is applicable.}
vi. Deleted.
vii. Deleted.
viii. In exercising the powers under items 2.4(a)&(c) the purchase officer should consider whether an existing rate/running contract can be utilized. The powers under 2.4(c) may be exercised without finance
concurrence in emergent situations affecting repairs, maintenance, operation, or out-turn which should be recorded in writing. Invitation of single tender and purchase will require personal approval of
PCMM/CMM. Authority: Rly Bd. Lr. No. 2001/F(S)/I/PW/7/2 dated 27.01.2003.
ix. Railway Board vide letter No.90/RS(G)/113/I dt.08.05.90 have delegated powers to purchase Handloom items on single tender basis from Association of Corporation and Apex Societies of
Handlooms (ACASH). In case of delays apprehended in the receipt of handloom supplies through M/s.ACASH, Railways may make emergency purchase of immediate minimum demands directly
from the handloom units notified by the Development Commissioner for Handlooms, Govt. of India, and Ministry of Textiles. In case they are also unable to supply, the emergency purchases may
be made of mill-made items, to avoid complaints from the user.
x. After dismantling of JPC, procurement has to be made as per Board's Letter. No.87/RS(G)/753/II dt.15.10.92. In case of non-ferrous metals, tender committee formalities can be dispensed with up to
the powers of purchase of PCMM in consultation with associate finance. 100% advance payment on proforma invoice can also be made.
xi. When in response to a call for bulletin /Limited Tender, only one quotation is received, fresh tender should be invited except in cases of urgency. (Board's letter No.49/145/1/S dated 12.6.50
&88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 & 12.03.15 &88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0 S.No.12]. The powers under item 2.7 can be exercised only if enquiries had been issued to firms who
had supplied the materials earlier or who were likely to supply the materials, provided the rates quoted are reasonable and full reasons are recorded justifying such a course of action. JAG* officers
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S.No.
1

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Other
Officers

Remarks

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
should certify urgency up to Rs.8lakh, SAG* officers should certify beyond Rs.8 lakh- (Board's letter No.87/RS(G)/753/1 dated 29.2.88) &
-I/PW-7/2 dated
12.10.2001 & dt.04/04/0888/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 & 12.03.15 &88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0 S.No.12]. In the event of re-tender, normal purchase power shall be
applicable. (Item 6, Note ii)

*Urgency certificate by officer of Stores Department for stock items and officer of Indenting Department for non-stock items.
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3.
CONSIDERATION OF OFFERS
3.1 COMPOSITION OF TENDER COMMITTEE AND ACCEPTING AUTHORITY FOR RAILWAYS/PUs/OTHER FIELD UNITS (INCLUDING DRUGS AND SURGICAL ITEMS))
(TRACK ITEMS ARE ITEMS DEFINED IN STORES CODE PARA 0702)
S.No.

TC Level with Revised Value
Limit
TC of Sr. Scale

(i)

Above Rs. 50 lakhs and up to Rs. 1
Crore
TC of JAG

(ii)

Above Rs.1 Crore and up to Rs. 10
Crores.

TC of SAG
(iii)

Above Rs. 10 Crores and up to
Rs.200 Crores
TC of PHOD/CHOD

(iv)

Above Rs.200 Crores and up to
Rs.500 Crores

Composition of Tender Committee
Two Member TC:
1. SMM/DMM (Convenor)
2. Sr. Scale level of Accounts Deptt (to be
specified as Sr. AFA for HQ, DFM for
Divisions & WAO for workshops)
1. Dy. CMM/Sr. DMM (Convener)*,
2. JAG/SG Officer from indenting#
3. /JAG/SG of Accounts Department
(wherever JAG is not available SS
officer may be nominated)
*Dy. CE for Track Items
# Dy. CMM for Track items
1. CMM (Convener)*,
2. SAG of indenting# and
3. SAG of Accounts Department
*CE for Track Items
# CMM for Track items
1. PCMM (Convener)*,
2. PHOD/CHOD of indenting# and
3. PHOD/CHOD of Accounts Department
*PCE for Track Items
# PCMM for Track items

Accepting Authority
Respective Dy. CMM
for HQ and
Workshops; Sr DMM
for Divisions and
Sheds.
CMM^ for HQ
CWM for workshops
ADRM for Divisions

PCMM^

AGM
In case AGM is not
there, GM is the
Accepting Authority

Remarks
Authority:
1. 85/F(S)/I/PW/7/1 dt.12.7.90
2. F(X)/II-91/PW/3 dt. 13.12.91
3. 85/F(S)I/ PW-7/I dt.19.11.97
4. 2001/F(S)/I/PW/7/2 dt 12.10.2001.
5. 2001/F(S)/I/PW/7/1 dt. 7.12.2007
6. 2007/RS(G)/779/1 dt.4.4.2008
7. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 & 12.03.15.
8. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017 [Para 1.0 B (i) to
(vi)& Para 2.0 S.No. 11].
9. 2017/Trans/01/Policy dtd 18.10.2017
10. 2017/Trans/01/Policy/Stores dt. 29.12.17
11. 2017/Trans/01/Policy/Stores dt. 08.01.18
Note:
1. In case of only one SAG officer in any department (in
Stores, Finance, User Department), a JAG level officer of
respective department will be member of Tender
Committee up to Rs.120 Crores.
2. Whenever DMM is not available, Sr. DMM will act as
Convenor and accepting authority will be ADRM
concerned.
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Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Other
Officers
3.

TC of PHOD/CHOD
(v)
Above Rs.500 Crores

1. PCMM (Convener)*,
2. PHOD/CHOD of indenting# and
3. PHOD/CHOD of Accounts Department
*PCE for Track Items
# PCMM for Track items

Remarks

8
9
Depot/Divisional Officers have TC powers only for NS
items.

* For Track items #
1. Officers of the same level from Civil Engg. Department
shall act as Convener of the Tender Committee.
2. Officers of the Stores Department of the same level as
Convener shall be the third member of the Tender
Committee.
3. Sr. Scale TC will be a 3-member committee with SS
officer from Civil Engg. Deptt. As Convenor, SS officer
from Accounts and SS officer from Stores.

GM

^ Officers of the same level from Civil Engineering
Department will be the Accepting Authority.

3.2

(A) Acceptance of tenders
vide Para 341-S
(including drugs and surgical
items)
(refer Note- i to ivand xii
below& 0117S)

Rs.200 Crs

Rs. 10 Crore

Direct
Acceptance:
Rs 50 lakh.
On
recommend
ation of SS
TC: Rs.1
Crore

Rs. 10 lakhs

Rs. 5 lakhs

As per Item
6(B).
For drugs and
surgical items
only: Depot and
Divisional
Stores Officers:
Rs 1 lakh per
case.

1. The powers delegated under this item are generally
referred to as the purchase powers of the respective
authorities.
2. The item includes Turnkey Work involving supply of
Stores & performance of service on Turnkey basis.
Authority:
1. 85/F(S)I/PW-7/1 dt.19.11.97
2. 87/RS(G)/779/26/Pt. dt. 21.2.97
3. 2001/F(S)/I/PW/7/2 dt 12.10.2001
4. 2007/F(S)/I/PW/7/2 dt 7.12.2007
5. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 & 12.03.15
6. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017 [Para 1.0 A&
B].
7. 2017/Trans/01/Policy dtd 18.10.2017
8. 2017/Trans/01/Policy/Stores dt. 29.12.17
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Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Other
Officers
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1

2
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8

9
* For Medicines &Surgical items - based on the list of
items from vetted AMI circulated by PCMD and
authorized to MD/CMS of field units. No other
medicine will be procured at Division/Depot level.
1. All Direct purchase should be critically examined
with the LARs of Open Tenders.
2. There should not be any Spurt in the rates proposed
to be accepted under direct purchase of stores.
3. For all direct purchases, e- Tendering (IREPS)
should be followed.
4. For all Medical items, technical scrutiny should be
done by Medical Department before acceptance.

NOTE:
(Refer Note-xii below.)

Tender Cases
Above Rs.200crores and up to Rs.500 Crs
Above Rs.500 Crs

Accepting Authority
AGM
GM

-I/PW-7/2 dated 12.10.2001; 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt:
27.02.2015 & 12.03.15&88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017 [Para 1.0 B]
3.2

(B) Release of FE and
payment through letter of
credit/TT

Up to their
power of
acceptance.

Up to their
power of
acceptance

--

--

--

Nil

(C) waiver of Earnest Money
Deposit (EMD) (refer Notev below)

up to the limit
of his powers
of purchase

up to the limit
of their powers
of purchase

up to the
limit of their
powers of
purchase

Nil

Nil

Field Stores
Officers and
their accepting
authorities - up
to their power
of acceptance

Authority:
1. 324-S S-226/1 of 21.6.1971
2. 2001/F(S)/I/PW/7/2 dt 12.10.2001
3. 2007/F(S)/I/PW/7/1 dt.7.12.2007
4. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 & 12.03.15
5. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0
S.No.18]
Authority:
1. 56/148/1/RE of 17.12.56
2. 57/155/1/RS/G of 13.4.61
3. 68/WI/CT/224 of 20.5.67
4. 57/155/1/RS(G) ICW of 4.6.74
5. 78/RS/G/155/1 of 15.9.80
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6. 86/RS(G)/155/1 of 11.9.87
Note:

(D) (i) waiver of Security
Deposit (refer Note- v
below)

up to the limit
of his powers
of purchase

up to the limit
of their powers
of purchase

up to the
limit of their
powers of
purchase

up to the
limit of their
powers of
purchase

up to the
limit of their
powers of
purchase

Field Stores
Officers and
their accepting
authorities - up
to their power
of acceptance

No.2004/RS(G)/799/11 dated 24.07.2007 & 19.02.08
should be followed.
Authority:
1. 56/148/1/RE of 17.12.56
2. 57/155/1/RS/G of 13.4.61
3. 68/WI/CT/224 of 20.5.67
4. 57/155/1/RS(G) ICW of 4.6.74
5. 78/RS/G/155/1 of 15.9.80
6. 86/RS(G)/155/1 of 11.9.87
7. 2017/Trans/01/Policy dtd 18.10.2017
Note:
No.2004/RS(G)/799/11 dated 24.07.07, 19.02.08,
15.10.08 & 21.02.2018 should be followed.

(ii) Security Deposit for PAC
Items
(E) refund/forfeiture of
Earnest Money Deposit
without finance concurrence
in accordance with the
conditions of the tender.
(F) acceptance of unguaranteed delivery terms
and other unusual conditions
subject to Paras 419-S and
420-S (refer Note- vii below)
(G) acceptance of contracts
with guarantee periods

Security deposit is not required to be submitted by sources in whose favour PAC has been provided
by user department.
Full powers
up to the limit
up to the
up to the
up to the
Field Stores
including
of their powers limit of their limit of their
limit of their
Officers and
contracts
of purchase
powers of
powers of
powers of
their accepting
entered under
purchase
purchase
purchase
authorities - up
to their power
powers
of acceptance
up to the limit
up to the limit
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
of his powers
of their powers
of purchase
of purchase
up to the limit
of his powers

up to the limit
of their powers

up to the
limit of their

up to the
limit of their

up to the
limit of their

Authority:
Item 15 (ii) of 132-S

Authority:
63/RS/G/379/1 of 10.6.1964

Field Stores
Officers: up to
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

1

C.M.M.

2
less than 18 months
from date of commissioning
or 24 months from the date
of supply whichever is
earlier (refer Note-vi below)
(H) (i) acceptance of nonstandard force majeure
clause (refer Note-viii
below)

3
of purchase

4
of purchase

5
powers of
purchase

6
powers of
purchase

7
powers of
purchase

8
the limit of their
powers of
purchase

up to the limit
of his powers
of purchase

up to the limit
of their powers
of purchase

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

(ii) With Railway/ DGS&D

up to the limit
of his powers
of purchase

up to the limit
of his powers
of purchase

up to the
limit of his
powers of
purchase

up to the
limit of his
powers of
purchase

Nil

Field Stores
Officers: up to
the limit of their
powers of
purchase

Clause. (refer Note ix (1)
below)

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

Other
Officers

PCMM

AMM

(I) acceptance of deviations
from IRS conditions
(excluding item (g) above)
ofContract without prior
finance Concurrence.
(i) In direct acceptance case
(one level higher than direct
powers of acceptance but not
below the level of JA grade).

Upto D.A.
power of
DyCMM

Upto D.A.
power of
DyCMM

Upto D.A.
power of
SMM

Nil

Nil

Normal power
of acceptance
of tender

Normal power
of acceptance
of tender

Normal
power of
acceptance
of tender

Nil

--

up to the limit

up to the limit

up to the

up to the

up to the

(ii) In TC case

(J) acceptance of quotations

Field Stores
Officers and
their accepting
authorities will
exercise same
powers as their
HQ
counterparts
upto their own
powers of
acceptance (For
both (i) & (ii)
Field Stores

Remarks
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Authority:
1. 67/RS(G)/145 of 19.6.67
2. 75/RS(G)148/1 dt.27-9-77.

Authority:
1. 70/F(S)/I/PW-7/1 of 6.3.69
2. 84/RS(G)/779/25 dated 1.3.85
3. 2001/F(S)I/PW/7/2 dated 27.01.2003.
4. 2007/RS(G)/779/1 dt:04/04/2008
5. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 &12.03.15.
6. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0
S.No.8]

Authority:
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

1

2
subject to variations in
prices/ rates of exchange,
customs duty etc., in respect
of indigenous/ imported
stores (refer Note-x below)

PCMM
3
of his powers
of purchase

C.M.M.
4
of his powers
of purchase

Dy. CMM
5
limit of his
powers of
purchase

S.M.M.
6
limit of his
powers of
purchase

Other
Officers

AMM
7
limit of his
powers of
purchase

8
Officers and
their accepting
authorities - up
to their their
power of
acceptance.

(K) Advance payment
(i) 100 per cent to M/s.
IISCO, SAIL, RINL, TISCO
on proforma invoice.

up to the limit
of his powers
of purchase

up to the limit
of their powers
of purchase

up to the
limit of their
powers of
purchase

Nil

Nil

Nil

(ii) 100 percent to M/s.IOC,
BPC, HPC, Balmer Lawrie
and other oil lubricant PSUs
on proforma invoice with
finance concurrence.

Rs.10 Crores

Rs.5 Crores

Rs.45 Lakh

Nil

Nil

Nil

Upto
Rs.25lakhs

Upto Rs.15
lakhs

Nil

Nil

Nil

Personal
sanction of
DRM/CWM for
PAC items
only: upto
Depot/Division
al Stores
officers powers
of purchase

(iii) 100% advance payment
against proforma invoice
(refer Note-xii below)
a) Direct Acceptance cases
with finance concurrence

Remarks
9
57/145/RS(G) of 4.3.61

Authority:
1. 64/RS(G)/385/ 1 of 19.2.81 and 26.11.85
2. 87/RS(G)/753/2 of 30.12.87
3. Rly Board Lr No.88/RSG/779/14 Pt
dtd.06/01/2017
Authority:
1. 76/RS(G)/753/2 of 13.2.81;
2. 79/RS(G)/753/1 of 16.1.82;
3. 86/RS(G)/753/2 of 21.5.86
4. 2007/RS(G)/779/1 dt 28.07.08.
5. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0
S.No.20]
Authority:
1. 2000/F(S)/I/PW/7/2 dt.12.10.01
2. 2007/RS(G)/779/1 dt:04/04/2008 & 28.07.08
3. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 & 12.03.15
4. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0
S.No.24]
5. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0
S.No.24]
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Other
Officers

Remarks

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

b) Tender Committee cases
without finance concurrence
(If not recommended by TC,
then Finance concurrence is
required)

Up to his
powers of
acceptance

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

(L) 100 percent advance
Up to the limit
payment on inspection
of his powers
certificate (or bank guarantee) of purchase
and proof of dispatch in the
case of public sector
undertakings

Up to the limit
of their powers
of purchase

Up to the
limit of their
powers of
purchase

Nil

Nil

Field Stores
Officers -up to
their power of
acceptance

Authority:
1. 77/RS(G)/779/29 of 29.12.77
2. Finance concurrence required for Rs. 25,000/above.

(M) 100 percent advance
payment on inspection
certificate (or bank
guarantee) and proof of
dispatch in the case of plant
and machinery spares,
proprietary items and special
tools from Government or
non-Government Agencies
(N) 98 percent advance
payment on inspection
certificate and proof of
dispatch in respect of public
sector undertakings and
other manufacturers and
running contracts (refer
Note-ix (2) below)
(O) 95% payment against
Inspection Certificate and
Receipted Delivery Challan
certified by Gazetted Officer

Rs. 50,000/-

Rs. 50,000/-

Rs. 50,000/-

Nil

Nil

Nil

Authority:
1. 77/RS(G)/779/29 of 29.12.77
2. 87/RS(G)/753/1 dt.29.2.88

up to the limit
of his powers
of purchase.

up to the limit
of their powers
of purchase.

up to the
limit of their
powers of
purchase.

up to the
limit of their
powers of
purchase.

Nil

Field Stores
Officers and
their accepting
authorities - up
to their power
of acceptance

Authority:
1. 67/RS(G)/753/1 of 10.5.68
2. 64/RS(G)/385/1KW of 18.12.71
3. 77/RS(G)/779/29 of 29.12.77

up to the limit
of his powers
of purchase.

up to the limit
of their powers
of purchase.

up to the
limit of their
powers of
purchase.

up to the
limit of their
powers of
purchase.

Nil

Field Stores
Officers and
their accepting
authority- up to

Authority:
77/RS(G)/77/29 of 29.12.77
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

1

2
and balance 5% on receipt
and acceptance. (refer Noteix (2) below)

3

4

5

6

7

(P) cancellation of tenders
(refer Note-xi below)

up to the limit
of his powers
of purchase

Up to the limit
of their powers
of purchase

up to the
limit of their
powers of
purchase.

up to the
limit of their
powers of
purchase.

Nil

(Q) Refund of cost of tender
forms sold to tenderers when
tender notice is withdrawn.

Full powers

Full powers

Full powers

Full powers

Nil

Other
Officers

Remarks

8
their power of
acceptance
Field Stores
Officers and
their accepting
authorities - up
to their power
of acceptance
Field Stores
Officers and
their accepting
authorities will
exercise same
powers as their
HQ
counterparts

9

Authority:
132-S

Note: Not applicable for e-Tenders as per RB letter no.
95/RS(G)796/1 dt. 31.07.2017

NOTE:
ii. i. Tender Committees should invariably be constituted to deal with tenders over Rs.50 lakhs. The lowest tender value * (including all taxes and duties) will be the criterion for the
level of the Committee. If it is passed over and the next higher tender falls in the value range for the higher-level committee, the case should be remitted for consideration by the latter
committee.
iii. The accepting authority should not be a member of the Tender Committee. If the officer competent to accept the tender has to be a member of the Tender Committee for any reason,
the recommendations of the Tender Committee should be put up to h
iv. If the competent authority disagrees with the recommendations of the Tender Committee, he should invariably record his reasons (Para 342-S).
v. The powers under items 3.2(c) & (d) should be exercised where considered justified in the public interest with finance concurrence. Finance concurrence is not required for cases of
exempted categories.
vi. The powers under item 3.2(g) are subject to obtaining the acceptance of the Indenting Officer for the shorter guarantee period.
vii. The powers under items 3.2(f) and 3(h) are to be exercised in consultation with Finance and Law Officer.
viii. The powers under item 3.2(h)(i) should be sparingly used, with finance concurrence and with safeguards like Bank Guarantee for protection against failure of supply, defective supply,
short-receipt, etc.
ix. (1) Under Item 3.2(h)(ii): Standard Force majeure may be accepted by the competent authority for purchase but not lower than Sr. Scale, Consultation with Law Officer and Finance is
not necessary. Non-Standard Force Majeure Clause may be accepted by the competent authority for purchase but not below the level of Dy. CMM, in consultation with Law Officer
and Finance. As far as possible, Force Majeure Clause may not be included in respect of Contracts below Rs. 5,000 especially when orders are not placed on reputed
firms/manufacturers.
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S.No.
1

4.

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Other
Officers

Remarks

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
(2) Advance payments may be allowed under items 3.2(n) and3.2(o) only to well-known firms of commercial standing in terms of para 2815-S.
x. In indigenous stores, the variations admissible under item 3.2(j)may relate to - (i) Steel prices promulgated from time to time by main steel producers (ii) prices of non-ferrous metals (iii)
excise duty (iv) wage escalation (v) special price adjustment of BEMA/IEMA Group. The powers of Dy. CMM and lower officers under this item are not applicable to cases of wage
escalation. In imported stores, the variations admissible may relate to - (a) FOB cost of proprietary articles (b) cost of raw materials that are subject to sharp price fluctuations. (c)
exchange rates (d) import duties (e) special price adjustment of BEMA/IEMA Group. Standard variation clause specified by the Board should be adopted. The powers of SMM and AMM
under this item are not applic
dated 13.3.81).
Wherever a statutory variation clause has been incorporated in the purchase order, modifications to such purchase orders involving the statutory levies can be approved with finance
concurrence, by the tender accepting authority in general and by PCMM where the tender accepting authority is AGM/GM so long as the proposed changes in statutory levies occurred
within the original currency of the contract.
xi. If it is decided to drop the purchase after opening of tenders, the recommendation of the appropriate Tender Committee should be obtained. Where the value is within Direct Acceptance
limit the case should be put up to the
ra1.2]
xii. The powers for permitting 100 percent advance payment based on proforma invoice as per item.3.2(k)(iii) are to be exercised subject to the following conditions:
a. The supplier, if not figuring in the list of reputed firms approved by AGM, should be a firm of good reputation or having good record of past performance with Railways.
b. The supplier should be prepared to honour Guarantee/Warranty clauses, in case the material taken delivery in good faith is later on found to be of sub- standard quality.
c. The supplier should be prepared to replace any material damaged during transit from his premises to the consignees' premises, in case the purchase order incorporates the term of free
transport after taking delivery at firms' premises.
d. The specification of the material being procured should be such that on-the-spot consignee inspection is possible and adequate without requiring elaborate post-delivery testing.
e. Materials of reputed brand name or products of well-established manufacturers, preferably certified to ISI or any other standard specification may be procured so that the burden of
consignee inspection can be minimized.
f. Notwithstanding inclusion of the supplier in approved list stated above their current performance should be verified before processing for 100 percent advance payment.
xiii. Purchase officers have full powers for calling supplies by road for tenders within their powers of purchase.
Note: The total value of a Tender will be the criterion to decide the competent authority for acceptance where purchase proposals against the Tender which are put up in parts. The Stores
member of the Tender Committee will put up the proceedings direct to the accepting authority.
SIGNING OF
Authority:
INDENTS/PURCHASE
2007/RS(G)/779/1 dt:04/04/2008
ORDERS
(refer Note i below)
(A) Indents on Railway
Full
Full
Full
Nil
Nil
Nil
Board/PUs etc
Powers
Powers
Powers
(B) Placement of online
Supply orders for items
appearing on GeM without

Full
Powers

As per their
level of
acceptance

As per their
level of

As per their
level of
acceptance

As per their
level of
acceptance

The powers for
placing supply
Divisional

Authority:
1. 001/F(S)/I/PW/7/2 dt 12.10.2001 & 5.9.03;
88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 & 12.03.15
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

1

2
going into the formalities of
Tender Committee
examination (including
Drugs and Surgical Items)

3

4

Dy. CMM
5
acceptance

S.M.M.

AMM

6

7

Other
Officers
8
Stores & depot
Officers
The powers for
placing online
Supply orders
for items
appearing on
GeM and
signing of the
same are as per
NOTE*

Remarks
9
2. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0
S.No.6]
3. 2017/Trans/01/Policy dtd 18.10.2017
4. 2017/Trans/01/Policy/Pt. S dt. 11.07.2018
*NOTE:
Sr. DMM/ Dy. CMM
(Depot)
DMM/ SMM (Depot)
Asst. DMM/ AMM
(Depot)

Rs.50 lakhs
per case.
Rs. 10 lakhs
per case.
Rs. 5 lakhs
per case.

5. Above powers to be exercised within annual ceiling
limits which may be decided by PCMM in
consultation with Associate Finance.
6. These powers are to be exercised within available
budgetary limits under each demand, allocation, and
primary unit.
Authority:
1. Lr.No.2007/RS/(G)/779/1/ dated 04.04.2008;
2. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 & 12.03.15
3. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0
S.No.10]
GeM:
Authority:
Rly.Bd.lr no. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 22.09.2017 {All
the conditions/ guidelines laid down in this letter is
applicable.}
* For Drugs &Surgical items
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Other
Officers

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Remarks
9
based on the list of items from vetted AMI, circulated
by PCMD and authorized to MD/CMS of field units.
No other medicine will be procured at Division/Depot
level.
1. Case file along with Rate Contract copy will be
routed through Medical Branch for technical
scrutiny before finalizing Supply Order.

(C) Placement of purchase
orders on other Railways
Units by Depot/Divisional
Officers for material
assistance.

Full
Powers

Full
Powers

Full
Powers

Full
Powers

Rs. 75,000/-

(D) Purchase orders on
suppliers selected in
accordance with the
prescribed rules and
procedures and post order
correspondence.

Full
Powers

Full
Powers

Full
Powers

Upto
Aceptance
powers of
DyCMM

Upto
Aceptance
powers of
SMM

(E) To place orders against
rate / running contracts/ LTC
of RB/PUs/ZR/other
centralised agencies

Upto their
powers of
acceptance

Upto their
powers of
acceptance

Upto their
powers of
acceptance

Upto their
powers of
acceptance

Upto their
powers of
acceptance

All depot and
divl. Officers
Full powers on
book rate

1.

Placement of purchase orders on other railway
units only.

Field Stores
Officers and
their respective
accepting
authority will
exercise same
powers as their
HQ
counterparts
Field Stores
Officers and
their accepting
authority: Upto

Post order correspondence should be done only after
obtaining approval of competent authority.

Authority:
1. 2007/RS (G)/779/1 dt:04/04/2008
2. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 & 12.03.15.
3. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0
S.No.15]
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

5.

Other
Officers

Remarks

8
their powers of
acceptance

NOTE:
These powers are to be exercised after approval of quantities in terms of S.No. 1 above.
OPERATION OF
Depot Officers/Inspecting officers/District Officers of the consuming departments are authorized to
CONTRACTS
accept deliveries short or in excess up to5 per cent of the total value of the contract or Rs.8 lakhs
whichever is less subject to the total value of receipt not exceeding normal powers of purchase of the
(A) acceptance of excess /
PCMM. No formal amendment of contract will be necessary in such cases and also in cases (other
short supply by Depot
than those falling under Para 711-S) where value of supplies short or in excess does not exceed
officers without formal
Rs.100/- irrespective of the value of the percentage involved [as per Stores Code Para 441 (Note)]
amendment to the contract.
(B) variation of quantity in
1. All officers full powers up to their powers of acceptance
contracts (operation of
2. Operation of option clause will not require finance concurrence in TC cases
option clause)
3. In case of tenders accepted by GM/AGM, variation in quantity also requires the sanction of
GM/AGM with finance concurrence.
4. Competent authority for operating minus 30% option clause shall be original tender accepting
authority. In cases of purchases approved at the level of Board, minus operation of option clause
shall be done with the approval of GM with finance concurrence.
(C) extension of delivery
upto the limit
upto the limit
upto the limit upto the limit upto the limit Field Stores
date with or without
of their powers of their powers of their
of their
of their
Officers and
liquidated damages
of purchase.
of purchase.
powers of
powers of
powers of
their accepting
(refer Note-i(a) & v below)
purchase.
purchase.
purchase.
authorities - up
to their power
of acceptance

9

Authority:
1. 441-S 80/RS(G)/779/22 dated 16.6.80
2. 98/RS(G)/779/10/(CS)/ (3/03) dated 25.02.2003
3. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 & 12.03.15
4. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0
S.No.28]
Authority:
1. 441-S
2.
99/RS (G)/ 779/5 dated
12.03.2010 & 20.05.2010.
3. 2017/Trans/01/Policy dtd 18.10.2017
Authority:
1. 58/RS(G)/775 of 31.10.74
2. ACS/No.24 to S-445
3. 2000/RS(G)/779/9 dt.04.03.2008
4. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 & 12.03.15
5. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0 Sl.
No.27]
1. Finance concurrence is required for DP extension
without LD
2. This is applicable to dispatch and receipt of P. Way
material also.

### Stores Depot Officers/Inspecting Officer/Consignee may accept stores despatched after the delivery date:
a) Delay upto 6 months for order valued upto Rs.8 lakhs.
b) Delay upto 21 days for orders valued between Rs 8 lakhs to Rs.15 lakhs provided the initial delivery period does not exceed 6 months.
c) For all other orders, valued over Rs.15 lakhs prior extension of delivery period from the purchase office will be necessary*.
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Other
Officers

Remarks

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Full Powers
to impose or
waive
penalties in
respect of
contracts
falling under
their powers
of purchase.

Full Powers
to impose
or waive
penalties
in respect
of contracts
falling under
their powers
of
purchase.
Rs. 50,000/-

Nil

Field Stores
Officers and
their accepting
authorities up to
their power of
acceptance

Authority:
1. Item 4 of 132-S
2.

Rs. 50,000/-

Depot officers
up to Rs.
50,000/-

Authority:
Item 12 of 132-S

Depot officers
up to Rs.
50,000/Field Stores
Officers and
their accepting
authorities up to
their power of
acceptance

Authority:
1. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 & 12.03.15.
2. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0 Sl. No.27]
(D) imposition/waiver of
Full Powers
Full Powers
penalties for failure to
to impose
to impose
deliver stores within the
or waive
or waive
stipulated time (refer Note-ii penalties
penalties
to v below)
in respect
in respect
of contracts
of contracts
falling under
falling under
his powers of
their powers of
purchase.
purchase.
(F) Extension of time for
removal of rejected materials
and waiver of ground rent
charges thereon (refer Notevii below)

Full
Powers

Full
Powers

Up to Rs. 1
Lakh

(G) refund of ground rent in
respect of rejected supplies.
(refer Note-viii below)
(H) refund of security
deposit and deposit for value
of raw materials issued for
fabrication (refer Note-ix
below)

Full
Powers

Full
Powers

Full
Powers

Rs. 50,000/-

Rs. 50,000/-

Full
Powers

Full
Powers

Full
Powers
for
contracts
within
their powers
of acceptance

Full
Powers
for
contracts
within
their powers
of acceptance

(I) forfeiture of security
deposit in accordance with
the conditions of contract

Full
Powers
for

Full
Powers
for

Full
Powers
For
contracts
within
their powers
of
acceptance
Full
Powers
for

Full
Powers
for

Full
Powers
for

Field Stores
Officers and
their accepting

Authority:
1. Item 15(I) of 132-S
2. 86/RS(G)/164/0/1 of 18.8.87

Authority:
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Other
Officers

S.No.

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

1

2

3
contracts
within
their powers of
acceptance

4
contracts
within
their powers of
acceptance

5
contracts
within
their powers
of
acceptance

6
contracts
within
their powers
of acceptance

7
contracts
within
their powers
of acceptance

8
authorities up to
their power of
acceptance

(J) cancellation of orders

Full
Powers
for
contracts
within
his
powers of
acceptance

Full
Powers
for
contracts
within
their powers of
acceptance

Full
Powers
for
contracts
within
their powers
of
acceptance

Full
Powers
for
contracts
within
their powers
of acceptance

Full
Powers
for
contracts
within
their powers
of acceptance

Field Stores
Officers and
their accepting
authorities up to
their power of
acceptance

Authority:
Item 5 of 132-S

(K) Acceptance of claims
settled by arbitration of
disputes arising out of a
contract (Refer note x below)
(L) To waive off operation
of clauses relating to risk
purchases liquidated
damages and arbitration
appearing in IRS Conditions
of Contract at post- contract
stage

As per Part-A

Full powers for
contracts
subject to
remarks below

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Authority:

Full powers
subject to
remarks below

Remarks
9
Item 15(ii) of 132-S

1. 77/RS(G)772/29 dt.7-12-81,
2. 77/RS(G) 779/29dt.23-5-83
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

86/RS(G)/779/38dt.9-12-87.
2007/RS(G)/779/1 dt 28.07.08
88/RS/G/779/14 Pt. dt 27.02.2015
88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt: 06.01.2017
2017/Trans/01/Policy dt. 18.10.2017
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Other
Officers

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Remarks
1.

1.
2.

9
These powers are to be exercised in order to avoid
disproportionate administrative expenditure in
small recoveries.

88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt: 06.01.2017 and 2017/Trans/01/Policy dt. 18.10.2017 to be followed.

appearing in the contract (value of contract up to Rs. 15 lakh) at the post contract stage in order to avoid disproportionate administrative expenditure in small recoveries.
(a) For contracts above Rs. 15 lakhs, RP may be waived by PCMM/CMM in individual cases by imposing GD @ 10% of outstanding value of contract without finance concurrence
(b) For contracts above Rs. 15 lakhs, RP may be waived by PCMM/CMM in individual cases without imposing GD with finance concurrence
Note:
The decision to waive RP should be taken before floating of fresh tender. Further to the extent SD has been taken (say of val
cases, the
t minus the value of SD submitted (A). In such cases, SD
m the firm.
(M) To write off loss due to
Rs.1.5 lakhs
Rs. 75,000/Rs. 40,000/- Nil
Nil
Field Stores
Authority:
risk purchase, general
Officers and
1. 2007/RS(G)/779/1 dt:28/07/2008
damages liquidated damages.
their accepting
2. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015& 12.03.15.
authorities will
3. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0
exercise the
S.No.26]
power as their
Note:
HQ counterpart. These powers should be exercised with utmost care
only and only when all other modes of recovery except
through arbitration and legal action have been
exhausted. Suitable administrative action should be
taken against defaulting firms.
(N) Refixation of delivery
Full powers up to their power of acceptance
1. Para 445-S.
period
2. Finance concurrence is not required.
NOTE:
i. (a) Extension of delivery date under item 5(c) may be granted provided that the contract was not accepted against other lower tenders in consideration of the date of delivery and that the
delay will not cause loss or damage. A certificate to this effect to be obtained from the indenting officer in case of special purchases. In case any or both of this condition are not satisfied,
Finance should be consulted and legal advice, if necessary, taken (Para S-445). However, in contracts valued up to Rs. 1 Lakh not having time preference clause or pre-estimated damages,
subject to purchase officers certifying the delay is on account of shortage of raw material, fuel, or power or on account of steep rise in prices of industrial inputs and the supplies are
expected within a reasonable time, these powers may be exercised to extend the delivery date up to a maximum of 6 months without liquidated damages. No Finance concurrence or
certificate from indenting officer is necessary.
(b) In respect of tenders accepted by Railway Board or General Manager, the PCMM (Coordinating HOD) would be the Competent Authority to grant extension in delivery period where
the contractor fails to deliver the stores within stipulated period. He will also be the competent authority to impose or waive penalties in such cases, with the concurrence of the PFA.
3.
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S.No.
1

Nature of Powers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Other
Officers

Remarks

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
In the case of orders valued over Rs.8 Lakhs for non-safety items and Rs.15 Lakhs for safety items - if the proposed extension to delivery date has the effect of shifting the booked liability
to a subsequent year, it should be seen that entry is made accordingly in the Funds Register of the Accounts office and in the computerized liability register even at the stage of provisional
2.0 S.No.4]
iii. When waiving penalties under item 5(d) the reasons for doing so must be fully recorded on the relevant files and the stores bills forwarded to the Accounts suitably endorsed (Authority:
Board's letter No.58/RS(G)/775 dated 5.6.67)
iv. PCMM/C.M.M. may grant extension under item 5(d) in respect of purchases made under the powers of GM/AGM subject to the Indenting Officer's certificate being obtained that no loss
on account of late delivery would be sustained. The PCMM/CMM also has powers in such cases to impose or waive penalties with the concurrence of PFA (Authority: Board's letter
No.71/RS(G)/775 dated 17.9.71).
v. The liquidated damages leviable as per Indian Railway Standard (IRS) conditions of contract are at the rate of 2 % on the price of the stores (including taxes, duties, freight etc.) for each
month or part thereof by which the delivery of stores has exceeded the period fixed for delivery in the contract, subject to a maximum of 10% of the value of the contract or otherwise
specified in contract for purchase. According to the guiding principles laid down in Board's letter No.58/RS(G)/775 dated 19.5.67 the quantum of Liquidated Damages recoverable would
be - (i) where the loss can be assessed - loss sustained due to delay in supply, subject to the maximum as per contract; (ii) where loss/inconvenience cannot be assessed - Token Liquidated
Damages at 10% of the maximum permissible as per the contract; and (iii) if there has been neither loss nor inconvenience Nil. Calculation of actual loss must consider increase in taxes,
duties, freight etc. And also, higher price paid for earlier supply (in case where there is no provision for penal recoveries). If, besides actual loss, there is a component of loss that cannot be
assessed or inconvenience caused, Token Liquidated Damages may be levied in addition to the actual loss subject to the maximum as per the contract. (Authority: Board's letter
ormally be no system of waival of liquidated damages and imposition of
token liquidated damages for delayed supplies in supply contracts. System of waival of liquidated damages and imposition of token liquidated damages for delayed supplies in supply
contracts will strictly be an exception rather than rule and only in situation where the circumstances leading to delays in supplies where beyond the control of the supplier.
vi. While exercising the powers under item 5(f), a certificate should be recorded that the Railway has suffered no loss on account of the waiver. Finance concurrence is not necessary.
vii. Under item 5(G) prior finance concurrence is necessary if the ground rent recovered exceeds Rs.500/-.
ix Refund of Security Deposit and Deposit for value of raw materials issued for fabrication vide item 5(H) is subject to the condition that the contract is satisfactorily completed.
x. (a)
K) should be put up to GM in the form of a statement for each half year ending 30th September and 31st March (Authority:
Board's letter No.69/WI/CT/27 dated 20.12.69).
(b)
on before the arbitration proceedings began, or where
deficiencies in the general conditions of contract or of procedure laid down by the Railway Board came to light, such details should be reported to the Railway Board. (Authority: item 36(a)
exure-II to Chapterdt.02.02.2017[Correction Slip No. 123 dt.28.02.2017]).
xi. For item 5(L), to waive of operation of clauses: These powers will be exercised by officers of Stores Department and Engineering Department, dealing with track fitting procurement. Action
like forfeiture of Security deposit, deregistration on merit of each case, should be taken.
PURCHASE BY FIELD
Authority:
OFFICERS
1. 95/F(S)POL/P W-7/1, dt.6-3-97
2. 2001/F(S)-1/PW7/2 dt:05/09/2006
(A) LOCAL PURCHASE:
All Stores Officers: Rs 1 lakh per case
3. 2007/RS(G)/779/1 dt:04/04/2008.
Stock items and non-stock
ii.

6.
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S.No.
1

Nature of Powers
2
items by Stores Officers

PCMM

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Other
Officers

3

4

5

6

7

8

Remarks
9
PAC spares for M&P items to be procured from OEMs
or their authorized agents can be purchased up to Rs.
20,000/- in value under the local purchase powers of
Divisional stores officers/Depot officers.
Authority
No. S.226.P. Vol.6 dated 31.03.2003).
* Local purchase on single quotation basis up to Rs.
25,000/- each item.
Authority:
1. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 27.02.2015 & 12.03.15
2. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0
S.No.13]
3. 2017/Trans/01/Policy/Pt-S Dtd.06/02/2018

Note:
1. Stock Items
(i) Local Purchase by Stores Officers in Head Quarters and Depot Officers of Stores Department. The normal annual recoupment does not exceed Rs. 1,00,000/- in value or the stock of the item
is precariously low and item is urgently required (ACS No.31 to Para S-771)
(ii) Local Purchase of stock items by Divisional Stores Officers: Non-availability Certificate shall be obtained from stockholders.
2. Stock & Non-Stock Items:
(i) Limit of Local Purchase Powers against single quotation is Rs. 25,000/- per item. Rly. Bd. Letter no. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0 S.No.13]
3. Sr CDO/CDO not having attached Stores Officer can make local purchases upto Rs 1 lakh per case in emergency for passenger amenity items only.
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

1

2
(B) PURCHASE
THROUGH NORMAL
MODE OF
TENDERING (Powers
of Divisional Stores
Officers and Depot
Stores Officers for
purchase of items
through normal mode
of Tenders (Open,
Limited, Bulletin and
Single tenders) in terms
of Para 328-S of Stores
Code Vol. I

Extent of powers delegated to
Headquarters Officers
Divisional Officers
Sr. Scale/
Jr.
SAG
Jr. Scale/
DRM
ADRM
Jr. Admin.
Admin.
Asst. Officer.
3
4
5
6
7
8
A. Stock Items (Direct Accep0tance):
Level

Sr. DMM/ Dy. CMM (Depot)
DMM/SMM (Depot)
Asst.DMM/ AMM (Depot)
1.
2.

Remarks
Sr. Scale/
Jr. Scale/
Asst. Officer
9

For stock items
urgently
required by
Depot)/Division;
for stock items
identified by
PCMM for
regular
purchase
Rs.50 Lakhs
Rs.10 Lakhs
Rs. 5 Lakhs

10
Authority:
1. 2007/RS (G)/779/1 dt:04/04/2008
2. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt.Dt: 27.02.2015 &
12.03.15
3. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt Dt: 06.01.2017
[Para 2.0 S.No.9]
4. 88/RS(G)/779/14 Pt, dt. 18.10.2017
5. 2017/Trans/01/Policy/Stores dt.
29.12.2017
6. 2017/Trans/01/Policy/Stores dt.
08.01.2018.

These powers are to be exercised within annual ceiling limits which may be decided by
PCMM in consultation with associate finance.
These powers to be exercised within available budgetary limits and each demand allocation
and primary unit

B. Non-Stock Items (including requisition for turnkey works involving supply of stores &
performance of service on turnkey basis):
Sr.DMM/ Dy.CMM (Depot)
Up to their powers of acceptance
DMM/SMM
Up to their powers of acceptance
(Depot) (IC)
DMM/SMM
Up to their powers of acceptance
(Depot)
(other than IC)
Asst.DMM/ AMM
Up to their powers of acceptance
(Depot) (IC)
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

1

2

Extent of powers delegated to
Headquarters Officers
Divisional Officers
Sr. Scale/
Jr.
SAG
Jr. Scale/
DRM
ADRM
Jr. Admin.
Admin.
Asst. Officer.
3
4
5
6
7
8
Asst.DMM/AMM
Up to their powers of acceptance
(Depot)
(other than IC)
IC Independent Charge

Remarks
Sr. Scale/
Jr. Scale/
Asst. Officer
9

10

2017/Trans/01/Policy/Stores Dtd.29/12/2017 and 28/11/2017.
1.
2.

TC of Sr.DMM/Dy.CMM (Depot)- Above Rs.1 Crore and up to Rs. 10 Crores.
Accepting authority: ADRM/CWM.
TC of DMM/SMM (Depot) Above Rs. 50 lakhs and up to Rs. 1 Crore
Accepting authority: SrDMM/Dy.CMM /Depot or concerned DyCMM at HQrs dealing with
the item.

*Funds availability certification to be given by indentor on each demand ensuring that liability
during any financial year does not exceed the allotted budget
1. All Direct purchase should be critically examined with the LARs of Open Tenders.
2. There should not be any Spurt in the rates proposed to be accepted under direct purchase of
stores.
3. For all direct purchases, e- Tendering (IREPS) should be followed.
4. Liability Register must be maintained by each Unit to ensure funds availability.
Note:
i. Local purchase of stock items by Stores Officers may be made only where the normal annual recoupment does not exceed Rs.1,00,000/- in value (the quantity should
not be deliberately reduced to bring the purchase within the scope of this limit) or stock of the item is precariously low and same is urgently required (S-771)
ii. Quotations from more than one firm should be obtained for items costing over Rs. 25,000/of such quotations should be maintained. The rates quoted should invariably be compared with the last purchase rates and any large differences checked before making
local purchase. The officer will make no purchase without satisfying himself that the price is reasonable. To the extent that stocks are available in super bazaars
established by the Government, local purchase should invariably be done through them, and in such cases a single quotation up to Rs. 5,000/- per item could be accepted,
vide Bd's letter No.79/RS(G)/779/8 dated 10.1.92 Imprest exceeding Rs. 2,000/- sanctioned for the purpose of local purchase, may be deposited in a Bank and payments
effected through cheque. Authority: Board's letter No.59/RS(G)/779/3/RM dated 4.11.80 and 81/AC/II/16/2 dated 31.7.82 and Lr. No. 2007/RS (G)/779/1
dt:04/04/2008.
iii. Stores officers should submit purchase lists to the Stores Accounts Officer and PCMM. The latter will examine them to see that only the class of stores covered by para
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S.No.
1

Extent of powers delegated to
Remarks
Headquarters Officers
Divisional Officers
Nature of Powers
Sr. Scale/
Sr. Scale/
Jr.
SAG
Jr. Scale/
DRM
ADRM
Jr. Admin.
Jr. Scale/
Admin.
Asst. Officer.
Asst. Officer
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
711-S are purchased locally and also decide from their frequency and quantity whether it is advantageous or not to enter into annual contracts for such items.
iv. Officers of Divisions, Workshops etc., will exercise the powers for local purchase of items other than rate contract items entered into by the DGS&D, subject to the
provision laid down in para 701-S that the agency of the Stores Department will be used in ordering the supply of all stores required for the use of the Railway (Para
711-A-S)
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S.No.
1
7.

Nature of Powers
2
(A) AUCTION
SALE

C.O.S.
3
Full
Powers

C.M.M.
4
Full
Powers

Dy. CMM
5
Full powers

S.M.M.

AMM

6
Nil

7
Nil

(i) of over-stocks of
ordinary, emergency
and special stores
(refer Note-i below)
(ii) of scrap and unserviceable surplus
and obsolete stores
(refer Note-i and ii
below)
(B) TENDER SALE
(i) of over-stocks of
ordinary, emergency,
and special stores
(refer Note-i below)
(ii) of scrap and unserviceable surplus
and obsolete stores
(refer Note-i and ii
below)
(C) direct sale of
stores with normal
stock (refer Note-iii
below)

Up to the
limit of
their power
of Purchase.

Up to the
limit of
their power
of Purchase.

Up to the limit of
their power of
Purchase.

Up to the
limit of
their power
of
Purchase.

Up to the
limit of
their power
of
Purchase.

Other
Officers
8
Sr. DMM/
Dy. CMM
Scrap Depot officers(JAG)
Full Powers
Sr Supervisors of user
departments: Rs 2500 per
lot as per terms and
conditions mentioned in
RB letter at SN 5.

Divisional / Scrap depot
Stores officers
Up to the limit of their
power of Purchase in the
respective grade

Remarks
9
Authority:
1. Item 9 of 132-S and 2307-S
2. Item 11 of 132-S and 2310-S.
3. Auction should be conducted only by
JAGradeDivl/ Depot/Headquarter Officer as per
4.
5.

2015/RS(S)709/5 dt 29.01.2016
2017/Trans/01/Policy/Stores dt. 05-01-18

Authority:
1. Item 9 of 132-S and 2307-S
2. Item 11 of 132-S and 2310-S.
1.

Auction should be conducted only by JA Grade
Divl/ Depot/Headquarter Officer as per

Authority:
1.
28.03.2002.
2. No.2015/RS(S)709/5 dt.29.01.2016
Full Powers

Full Powers

Full Powers

Full
Powers

Full
Powers

Divisional / Scrap Depot
and Depot Stores officers
Full Powers on Book Rate

The powers mentioned are pertaining to sales to meet
emergent needs of other government departments,
railways, local bodies & to railway contractors for use
in railway work.
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

C.O.S.

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(D) direct sale of
over stocks and
ordinary, emergency,
and special items.
(refer Note-ii (b)
below)

(E) direct sale of
surplus stores and
scrap stores (refer
Note-ii (c) below)

Other
Officers
8

Sale to Rly.
employees
Full
Powers

Sale to Rly.
employees
Full
Powers

Sale to Rly.
employees
Rs. 1,000/per occasion.

Sale to
Rly.
employees
Rs.500/per
occasion.

Sale to
Rly.
employees
Rs.300/per
occasion.

Nil

Sale to
Govt.Dept.
and other
Railways
Full
Powers

Sale to
Govt.Dept.
and other
Railways
Full
Powers

Sale to
Govt.Dept.
and other
Railways
Rs. 10,000/per occasion.

Sale to
other
Rlys. and
Govt.Dept
Full
Powers

Sale to other
Rlys. and
Govt.Dept
Up to Rs. 1 Lakh

Sale to
Govt.Dept.
and other
Railways
Rs. 3,000/per
occasion
Nil

Nil

Sale to
other Rlys.
And Govt.
Dept.
Full
Powers

Sale to
Govt.Dept.
and other
Railways
Rs. 5,000/per
occasion.
Sale to
other
Rlys. and
Govt.Dept
Nil

Sale to Rly.
employees
and private
parties.
Full Powers

Sale to Rly.
employees
and private
parties.
Full Powers

Sale to Rly.
employees
and private
parties
Up to Rs. 5,000/in each case at
rates fixed by
PCMM

Sale to
Rly.
employees
and private
parties
Up to Rs.
2,000/- in
each case

Nil

Sale to Rly.
employees
and private
parties
SrDMM/DyCMM
(Depot): Rs 5000; SMM
(Depot)/DMM:
Independent Charge: -Rs

Remarks
9
Authority:
1. Item 8 of 132-S and 2327-S
2. No.2015/RS(S)709/5 dt.29.01.2016
3. 88/RS(G)/779/14Pt dt 06.01.2017 [Para 2.0
S.No.15).
Note:
Sale to other than
1. Railway employees
2. Other Rlys & other Govt. Dept.
3. Public under taking
should be resorted to only under exceptional
circumstances and such sale should be personally
approved by PCMM.
Authority:
Item 8 of 132-S 2308-S and 2330-S

Sale to other
Rlys. and
Govt.Dept
Nil

Authority:
Item 8 and 11 of 132-S and 2330-S
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

C.O.S.

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

1

2

3

4

5

(F) direct sale of
books, forms,
stationery, petty
stores, and clothing
for Class IV staff
(refer Note-v below)
(G) (i) a) For
extension of time for
payment of Balance
Sale Value (BSV)
and forfeiture of lots
duly forfeiting of
EMD:
Permissible free time
for payment of BSV:
< 3 lakhs - 10 days;
> 3 lakhs - 15 days.
After the lapse of the
period stipulated
above, payment of
BSV is allowed with

S.M.M.

AMM

6
at rates
fixed by
PCMM

7

Other
Officers
8

Remarks
9

2000
(depot in charge)
in each case at
rates fixed by PCMM

Sale to Rly.
employees
and private
parties
Rerollable
and
Industrial
scrap up to
Rs. 10,000/-

Sale to Rly.
employees
and private
parties
Rerollable
and
Industrial
scrap up to
Rs.5000/-

Full
Powers

Full
Powers

Nil

Nil

Nil

Full
Powers

Full
Powers

Full Powers

Rs. 1 Lakh

Rs.
50,000/-

Sale to Rly.
employees and
private parties
Rerollable
and Industrial
scrap up to
Rs. 3,000/-

Sale to Rly.
employees
and private
parties
SMM/DMM/AMM
(depot in charge)
Rs. 1,000/in each case at rates fixed
by PCMM
Nil

(a) SrDMM/DyCMM: At
par with HQ stores officers
SMM/AMM
(b) (in charge of Scrap
depots)
Rs. 1 Lakh

Authority:
Item 10 of 132-S and 2309-S

1.

2.

Rly. Administration can allow time not exceeding
40 days for line lots and 35 days for depot lots from
the date of auction subject to levy of full interest
charges, as applicable, for the period beyond the
stipulated free time based on the merits of each
case.
PLR as applicable from time to time, will be
obtained from SBI and communicated to all
concerned by PCMM.

Note:
In the event of the office remaining closed on the last
day of payment of BSV (i.e. 40th days for line lots and
35th days for depot lots), payment will be accepted on
the next working day.
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

C.O.S.

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

1

2
interest @ 2% above
the Prime Lending
Rate (PLR)* of SBI
for the period beyond
the permissible
period, up to a
maximum period of
40 days for line lots
and 35 days for depot
lots from the date of
auction.

3

4

5

6

7

b) For extension of
time for delivery
with Ground Rent
and forfeiture of
lots duly forfeiting
deposited sale
value

(ii) for extension of
time for delivery
without ground
rent.

(iii) Cancellation
ofsale of lots due to
administrative
reasons with Finance
Concurrence

Other
Officers
8

Remarks
9
Authority:
1. Item 12 of 132-S.
2. SAG committee recommendations No. 33(ii)
circulated vide Rly Bd. Lr.No.2001/RS (S)/709/ 20
dt 24.09. 2002 & 13.09.04 & 2012/RS(S)/709/4 dt
29.05.12
3. 2015/RS(S)709/5 dt.29.01.2016&20.09.2016
Authority:
Para 6(b) of General conditions of Sale by Action of
Stores Code Volume II

Full
Powers

Full
Powers

Full
Powers

Rs.1 lakh

Rs.
50,000/-

*Full
Powers

*Full
Powers

Nil

Nil

Nil

Full Powers

Full Powers

Full Powers

Nil

Nil

Sr. DMM/Dy. CMM Scrap
depot
Full powers

Nil

Nil

*Note:
1. Free delivery time shall be maximum 50 days for
line lots and 40 days for depot scrap from the date
of auction. This time can be extended up to 65 days
for line lots by concerned ADRM and 50 days for
depot scrap by PCMM/CMM at the time of auction
depending on complexity of
Complexity of lot or even after auction in case
Railway Administration is responsible for delay.
However, beyond 65 days for line lots and 50 days
for depot scrap, delivery can be given only after
imposing ground rent.
2. In exceptional circumstances when delay is purely
due to fault of Railway Administration, delivery
time can be extended without Ground Rent with
personal approval of GM/AGM.
Authority:
1. Item 12 of 132-S;
2.
29.05.2012 (SAG committee Recommendations)
3. 2015/RS(S)709/5dt.29.01.2016 and 20.09.2016
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

C.O.S.

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Other
Officers
8

(H) acceptance of
payment in respect of
materials revealed in
excess of the
advertised quantity in
auction/ tender sales
at the time when
delivery is in
progress

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Depot officers/Divisional
Officers to accept payment
at
the rate already decided up
to a maximum
of 10% of the total quantity
of the lot without finance
concurrence.

(I) refund of ground
rent in
respect of scrap
material sold. (refer
Note-vi below)
(J) Disposal of
rejected Stores not
removed by
Contractors within 21
days from the date of
rejection in terms of
para 762, 764-S
(K) Refund of
payment towards
short delivery of
scrap

Full
Powers

Full
Powers

Full
Powers

Nil

Nil

Nil

Full powers
to dispose at
the

Full powers
to dispose at
the

Full powers to
dispose at the

Nil

Nil

Independent charge
JAG/Sr. Scale/Jr. Scale and
Asst. Officer same as col.3.

risk and
cost.

risk and
cost.

Full Powers

Full Powers

Nil

Nil

-NIL

Remarks
9

and cost.

Nil

Note:

1. With finance concurrence with joint
note duly signed by gazetted officer of
stock holder.

NOTE:
i. No sale by Tender/Auction or any article of whatsoever category in the depot should be made unless the article has been recommended for sale by the Survey Committee (Para 2224-S)
and their report approved by the competent authority (para 2228-S). Non-stock items are also subject to similar procedure (para 2241-S). Tender Committee is to be constituted to finalize
tenders for sale value of Rs. 10,000/- and over. Reserve prices based on bids obtained in past auctions and other information like published market rate of similar material, recent auction
rate of similar material in depots nearby etc., should be fixed by the PCMM or Depot Officer for each item of scrap sold. In respect of non-ferrous scrap and condemned rolling stock,
3.03.2003. Approval of PCMM/CMM is necessary for
acceptance of auction bids falling short of the reserve price by more than 10 per cent, with Finance concurrence.
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S.No.
1

8.

Other
Remarks
Officers
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
ii. PCMM/CMM has full powers to accept the recommendations of Survey Committee in respect of disposal of scraps and also to adjust the difference between book value and sale value.
a. Under item 7(b), in the case of Permanent Way Materials released from Works the prescribed procedure to be followed. In the case of condemned rolling stock, the approval of
prescribed authorities as per Railway Board's letters in force is necessary.
b. Under item 7(c) & 7(d), sale of materials with normal stock is prohibited. However, to meet the emergent needs of Govt. departments, Railways, local authorities, or contractors for
use on Railway works sale may be affected. The sale should be at book rate or purchase rate whichever is higher plus the usual percentage charges at the rate of 5 per cent for freight
and 2 percent for incidental charges and departmental charges at the rate of 12 ½ per cent on prime cost, freight, and incidental charges. Departmental charges may be waived in any
particular case with the sanction of the General Manager. However, sale to other Govt. Railways should be at book rate of issuing depot as available in previous month's transaction
register without the addition of any other charges. (para 2327-S to 2329-S). Finance concurrence is required.
c. Under item 7(e) the rates at which surplus stores may be sold should be the book rates (which would have been suitably modified by the Survey Committee) or the rates at which
similar articles have been sold in recent auction or tender sales, whichever may be higher. Where similar articles have not been sold at recent auction but have been withdrawn owing
to the reserve price that had been fixed not having been reached, such prices should be taken to be the prices applicable in the case of these sales. Additional charges for freight,
incidental charges and supervision vide paras 2328-Sand2329-Smay be added at full or reduced rate or altogether foregone by the authority empowered to sanction the sales. In the
case of petty sales, the cost is payable strictly in advance to the Railway. Scrap and unserviceable, surplus, and obsolete stores may be sold at book value or at a loss not exceeding
Rs.200/- on each sale. The freight involved should also be taken into account in computing the loss (para 2331(a)-S and 2311-S). Railway may also submit tenders to dispose of overstocks or surplus stores (para 2325-S) Finance concurrence is required.
iii. All the scrap received at the Scrap Depot though DS-8 is exempted from survey. Depot Officers themselves should sanction the survey sheet generated after the lot formation.
iv. For other line material, excluding Shed Scrap and Scrap Rails and P. Way Scrap, Standing Survey Committee consisting of Sr. DMM, Sr. DEN/Sr.DEE/Sr.DSTE as the case may be and
DFM of the Division to undertake survey of the any material other than Scrap Rails and P. Way Scrap available on line. The power to Sanction such survey committee report is delegated
to ADRM.
v. The item under 7(f) may be sold to Railway Co-operative Credit Society, Railway Institutes, Govt.Railway Police Department, Indian Posts and Telegraph Dept., Railway Battalion,
Railway Regiment and other similar bodies at book rate or purchase rate whichever is higher levying freight, incidental and departmental charges.
vi. Under item 7(i) prior Finance concurrence is necessary if the amount exceeds Rs.500/-.
vii. Delivery time in special circumstances: In cases which requires more time for cutting like bridge girders, microwave towers etc., CMM looking after sales at HQ is empowered to allow
the free delivery period of that lot as 80 days. However, this free delivery period should be fixed in advance on recommendation of auction conducting officer duly recording proper
justification for such enhanced free delivery period and should be published in the catalogue in advance as a special condition of sale so as to maintain equity of sales. Finance
concurrence is not required.
ACCOUNTING
ADJUSTMENTS
Nature of Powers

(A) Adjustment of
difference between
book value and sale
value

C.O.S.

Full
Powers

C.M.M.

Full
Powers

Dy. CMM

Rs. 10,000/- per
item

S.M.M.

Rs. 1,000/-

AMM

Nil

Rs. 10,000/- per item for
DRMs

Authority:
2307-S and 2310-S
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S.No.
1

Nature of Powers

C.O.S.

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

2
(B) adjustment as a
result of fluctuation
in market rate

3
Rs. 10,000/per item

4
Rs. 10,000/per item

5
Rs. 5,000/per item

(C) writing down the
value of surplus,
obsolete, scrap and
second-hand stores
(refer Note-i below)

Rs. 1 Lakh
per item

Rs. 1 Lakh
per item

(D) adjustment due
to stock verification
(refer Note-ii below)

Rs. 5,000/per item

(E) (i) to write off
shortages of articles
of dead stock, losses
of stores, tools, and
plants in stock and in
transit on revenue
account.
(ii) to sanction
adjustments effected
in the numerical
account for
verification
undertaken
departmentally or by
the Accounts
department (refer

Rs. 5,000/per item *

S.M.M.

AMM

6

7

Other
Officers
8
Rs. 10,000/- per item for
DRMs

Remarks
9
Authority:
Item 17 of 132-S and 210-S
ACS No.16 to item No.17 of S-132

Nil

Nil

Rs. 1 Lakh per
item on the
recommendations
of the Survey
Committee
(where item
means total stock
value of the item
and not the unit
value)

Nil

Nil

SrDMM/DyCMM: At par
with DyCMM HQ; Depot
Officers
(Senior Scale):
Rs. 10,000/- per item on
the recommendations of the
Survey Committee (where
item means total stock
value of the item and not
the unit value)

Authority:
1.
2. ACS No.16 to item No.13 of S-132

Rs. 5,000/per item

Rs. 3,000/per item

Nil

Nil

DRM
up to Rs. 3,000/- per item

Authority:
ACS No.16 to item No.17 of S-132

Rs. 5,000/Per item *

Rs. 2,500/per item *

Rs. 2,500/per item *

Nil
DRMs
up to Rs. 5,000/- per item

Authority:
ACS No.16 to item No.18 of S-132

Depot Officers
up to Rs. 2,500/- per item
Rs. 2,000/per item **

Rs. 2,000/per item **

Rs.500/per item **

Rs.100/per item *

Nil

Depot Officers
Rs.100/- per
item**

Authority:
ACS No.16 to item No.18 of S-132
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

C.O.S.

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

1

2
Note-iii below)
(iii) Part-II
differences between
actual balances and
the balances in the
priced ledgers
brought to the notice
in connection with
the reconciliation of
depot card ledger
with the priced
ledgers of Accounts
office.

3

4

5

6

7

Up to Rs.
5,000/- for
each
individual
case.

Up to
Rs. 5,000/for each
individual
case

Up to
Rs. 3,000/- for
each individual
case

Nil

Nil

Other
Officers
8

Remarks
9

DRM/ADRM/CWM
Up to Rs. 5,000/- for each
individual case.
SrDMM/Dy.CMM(Depot)
Up to Rs. 3,000/- in each
individual case. All open
line and construction
DENs,
DSTEs, DMEs, DEEs,
WMs, DMM
(depot) AND AMM in
charge of Depots
up to Rs.500/- in each
individual case.

AMM/Depot, not in
independent charge
up to a limit of Rs.100/- in
each individual case
*
provided that the shortage, etc., is not due to negligence, carelessness, or dishonesty of any Railway employee, and in cases arising out of Accounts stock verification,
concurrence is obtained for not referring to General Manager.
**

where the loss is due to negligence, carelessness or dishonesty of any Railway employee and it is not possible to effect recovery from the employee.

NOTE:
i. The recommendation of Survey Committee should be obtained vide para 2223-S. The limit of Rs.1,00,000/- applies to the value before reclassification. The powers of Depot Officers up
to Rs. 1,000/- per item may be exercised without the recommendation of Survey Committee (ACS No.16 to Para S-132)
ii. The powers under item 8(d) may be exercised provided the difference is not due to negligence, carelessness, or dishonesty of any employee or due to different methods of measurement
adopted by the Accounts stock verifiers and the Department and it is agreed by PFA that reference to General Manager is not necessary.
iii. Every case of loss presenting unusual feature or revealing serious irregularities or exceeding Rs. 50,000/- should be promptly brought to the notice of the Railway Board vide para 1802GI. The monthly summary of the total amount written off, supported by details in each case when Railway employees are responsible and disciplinary action taken should be submitted to
the General Manager.
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Other
Officers
8

S.No.

Nature of Powers

C.O.S.

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

Remarks

1
9.

2
MISCELLANEOUS
(A) Contract for (i) reconditioning of
non-ferrous scrap
(refer note- i to iii
below)

3

4

5

6

7

Rs.25 lakhs
in each case

Rs.25 lakhs
in each case

Rs.3 lakhs

Rs.
50,000/-

Rs.
15,000/-

SrDMM/DyCMM: Same as
DyCMM in HQ

Authority:
1326-S.

(ii) fabrication of
miscellaneous
articles from raw
material (refer Notei to iii below)
(B) Hiring of Transport
for carrying material,
hiring material handling
equipment, Contracts
for material/scrap
handling, loading
/unloading, Shipping
clearance/export
contracts, other works
like repair, maintenance
and other Miscellaneous
contracts through
Tender/ quotation.
(C) for printing work
by outside press
(refer Note-iv below)

Rs.25 lakhs
in each case

Rs.25 lakhs
in each case

Rs.3 lakhs

Rs.
50,000/-

Rs.
15,000/-

SrDMM/DyCMM: Same as
DyCMM in HQ

Authority:
1326-S.

Up to
thelimit of
his powers
of purchase

Up to the
limit of
their powers
ofpurchase

Up to thelimit of
their powers of
purchase

Nil

Nil

Field store officers will
exercise same powers as
their Headquarter counter
parts

Authority:
1. Para-1030of Financial Code Vol. I.
2. 1129-S.
Note: Mode of Tendering, Tender Committee and
direct acceptance to be decided as per purchase powers.

(D) Powers to permit air
lifting of Railway Stores
in each case.

Up to their
power of
acceptance

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Authority:
1. RB Letter No.98/F(FEX)17/ 1/Air lifting dt
28.02.2003.
2. 98/F(FEX)17/1/Airlifting dated 26.03.2008

9

Powers as given in Works Matter Part-A and Miscellaneous Matters Part-C
shall be applicable.
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S.No.

Nature of Powers

C.O.S.

C.M.M.

Dy. CMM

S.M.M.

AMM

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Other
Officers
8

Remarks
9
(Annexure II/4-89)
1.

Full Powers to GM in all cases in which the CIF
cost of the import is within the powers of
procurement delegated to him.
2. Further, PCMM has been delegated full powers for
air freighting of items in import contracts up to
their level of acceptance of the tenders.
3. These powers are to be exercised personally by
GM and PCMM, with personal concurrence of
PFA. These powers are not to be delegated
downwards
NOTE:
i. Before deciding to invite tenders for fabrication/reconditioning of shop manufacture items cost, comparison analysis a
the concerned Workshop Accounts Officer.
ii. The possibility of carrying out the work in Railway Workshops at cheaper rates should be investigated before entering into contracts.
iii. The powers delegated to the various authorities have to be exercised with the concurrence of the Associate Finance.
iv. Off-loading of printing works is to be done if PCMM certifies that the printing work cannot be undertaken in Railway Press or other Government Press. These powers shall not be
exercised for printing cash value items. The necessity for printing non-standard forms shall be carefully examined by the Head of Departments concerned. The instruction issued by
Board/GM/AGM from time to time shall be scrupulously followed.
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